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terrAWell3030
“Terra” means the earth in Latin, 

and “Well” comes from wellness = healthy life.
The name “terrAWell30” represents our aspiration that AW 

(AIR WATER) will connect the earth and wellness.
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▪ Will respond to changes in the global environment and society and provide 
economic and social value in a sustainable manner.

▪ Will realize a resource-recycling society, zero environmental impact, and 
global environmental revitalization through our corporate activities.

▪ Will continue to be selected by our local communities/customers and 
ensure the well-being* of our employees.

*Well-being is the state of being physically, mentally, and socially comfortable. In addition to being
happy, it represents a condition in which employees live with a sense of purpose through a range of 
different workstyles and platforms to succeed.
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To achieve a recycling-oriented society
through coexistence with society and the earth
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Value Creation Process In line with the Air Water Group’s Purpose, “Meeting society’s needs with nature’s blessings,” we have integrated the growth vectors of 

our diverse business domains into the two axes, “Global Environment” and “Wellness” that can reflect global social issues. We will create 

new corporate value through the solution of social problems and realize the Sustainability Vision of “achieving a recycling-oriented society 

through coexistence with society and the earth.” We aim to achieve it by creating synergies among our diverse businesses, human resourc-

es, and technologies, which are the greatest strengths of our Group.

Our Purpose

Meeting society’s needs with nature’s blessings




